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3SIXTY REFLECTIVE SELF-
RIGHTING BOLLARD
Product Code: 3Sixty Reflective Self-Righting Bollard



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Designed by experts in the plastic and rubber
industry with over ten years of experience in
reflective bollards, the 3Sixty is the pinnacle of
reflective, self-righting bollard technology.

3Sixty by name, 3Sixty by nature. This bollard
absorbs impacts from any direction, always returning
to its correct orientation. There are no springs or
moving parts, just an impact and weather resistant
synthetic rubber. In addition, its internally moulded
reinforcement struts ensure that the bollard shell
does not compress meaning no cracking and no
creasing of the rigid reflective material.

The fluorescent yellow reflective material provides
high visibility night AND day, with angled side
reflectors for additional visibility from the front and
rear - ideal for vehicles turning into junctions which
ordinarily would not catch the reflective panels on a
bollard. Rear reflective panels are standard with the
3Sixty at no extra cost. These rear panels are
designed for visibility either side of a centre island
column to avoid unnecessary wastage.

The 3Sixty's ultra low profile base is designed to
miss low ground clearance vehicles - often the
cause of premature failure. Installation is quick and
easy, either via connection to a foundation cage or
for quick replacement, to a NAL socket. In addition,
the supplied base plate can be retrofitted to
redundant baselight housings and will fit directly on
to a number of current reflective bollard footprints.
Please note, NAL adaptor plates are required for all
NAL socket compatibility. These are available for
purchase if required.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 17.00 kg

Width 370mm

Depth 84.31mm

Height 960mm

Fixing Surface Mounted

Material Plastic

Colour Galvanised
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